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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
is a pressing global health challenge in 2020.1
Globalisation and improvements to air travel have
fuelled the global spread of severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) that causes
COVID-19. At the time of writing, treatment
methods for COVID-19 are largely supportive
owing to the lack of effective antiviral medications
or vaccination. Therefore, tackling the pandemic
involves breaking the chain of infection through
testing, quarantine and social distancing.2 Based
on our current experience with dealing with
SARS-CoV-2 patterns of infection and new
resurgence in cases due to various vulnerable
populations,3 we would like to highlight potential
populations that might benefit from closer
surveillance and asymptomatic pre-emptive testing.4
This is to prevent new waves of COVID-19 infections.
Marginalised and economically vulnerable
populations can potentially become infection
clusters.5 An example would be migrant shift
workers living in unsanitary and overcrowded
accommodations.5 Among this demographic,
quarantine and social distancing policies will have
the greatest economic impact. As their work is
unstable and with minimal worker compensation
benefits, tighter social distancing policies often lead
to job and income losses. Therefore, workers are often
caught between sacrificing their income/economic
livelihood and public health policy. Hence, they may
continue working despite public health policies,
which compromises social distancing effectiveness.
They may also underreport symptoms or not seek
medical help fearing work cessation and job/income
loss. With tighter social distancing policies causing
businesses to close, these populations might migrate
back to their home countries/home towns due to
retrenchment or to avoid being separated from their
families during the lockdown, possibly transmitting
infections and overwhelming rural health services.5,6
This was the fear that Indian and Indonesian
governments had when they increased lockdown
measures to stem the pandemic.7
Another issue is the existing poor health literacy,
education level, cultural and language barriers. This
may lead to difficulty in communicating public
healthcare policies. Additionally, communication
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barriers due to language may impede direct clinical
care. The communication barriers may also generate
fear of discrimination which may alter healthseeking behaviour by these populations. Another
potential problem is that such workers are foreigners
and are potentially undocumented migrants leading
them being overlooked by healthcare planners.8
Finally, due to their poor hygiene and cramped living
conditions, SARS-CoV-2 infections will spread more
readily.8 These factors create a perfect storm for
seeding of occult infections, triggering an explosion
of new infection clusters, and precipitating new
pandemic waves as seen in Singapore.
Therefore, to address these challenges,
multiple public health and economic measures must
be undertaken to support this often-marginalised
population. Firstly, would be to establish a suitable
housing environment to improve personal hygiene
and overcrowding. Next would be to provide
financial/economic benefits to encourage social
distancing and lockdown compliance. Raising
healthcare literacy through culturally and language
appropriate communication of healthcare policies
would be especially needed for this population.
The elderly, frail, and immunocompromised
healthcare residents are another vulnerable
population. These populations are vulnerable to
infections and subsequent deterioration due to their
impaired immune system, this may also translate to
higher viral loads and higher transmission risk.3,9
Also due to their frailty and dependence on carers
they face greater difficulty practising effective social
distancing leading them to transmit or acquire
SARS-CoV-2 infections. This can cause severe
outbreaks in age care facilities, hospices and elder
care centres,10 leading to consumption of acute
healthcare resources such as intensive care unit
beds due to their high risk for deterioration. For
the elderly people who are living in the community,
some practical real-life examples of social distancing
measures can be seen globally which minimises
the elderly people’s exposure with the rest of the
community. Special shopping timings are created for
elderly/vulnerable population shoppers so that they
do not have to mix with the rest of the community.11
Contactless delivery services involve items being
placed at the door of the recipient’s home and the
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delivery person ringing the doorbell to alert the
recipient and then standing at a safe distance of
1 m while waiting for the recipient to pick up the
item.12 This process would minimise physical contact
between the delivery person and the recipient.12 This
service enables food and essentials to be supplied
to the elderly people who are self-isolating.12 If the
elderly people are institutionalised in a healthcare
facility the situation is much more difficult. This
would involve stricter restrictions on visitor policies
limiting to one regular visitor per patient and only if
the patient is imminently dying will the restriction
be lifted.13
Another group to consider are young paediatric
populations, which are less symptomatic when
infected and able to recover faster.14 This intuitively
is a beneficial scenario for patients, but in terms of
population health, it may complicate contact tracing
and social isolation.14 Being dependent on their
parents/carers, they are similar to elderly patients in
being unable to practise effective social distancing.
Additionally, children may have less adequate
personal hygiene and may not understand the
public health implications. They may also transmit
infections among the elderly people as senior citizens
are often involved in child care.15,16 A silver lining is
the potential reduced risk for clinical deterioration,
hence reduced consumption of acute healthcare
resources. This population might benefit from closer
supervision from their parents and temporary school
closures.
Similar to paediatric populations would be
youths who are also less symptomatic when infected
and recover faster.14 However, due to self-perceived
low health risk from COVID-19, there is poorer
compliance with social distancing which may sustain
community-based infections. However, youths are
likely to be severely impacted socio-economically
by COVID-19, as they may be graduating into
a pandemic and a post-pandemic recession.17
Furthermore, many youths may encounter job losses
or reduced income because of social distancing
measures.17 Other important life events such as
major academic examinations, and university
graduations may be delayed. Thus, awareness of such
issues should be highlighted to the youth to increase
social distancing compliance. This population would
require frequent communication and enforcement
of healthcare policies. Additionally, post pandemic
this population would require social, financial and
economic policies to reduce the socio-economic
fallout from unemployment and lost educational
opportunities.17
Similar to migrant workers, sex workers are
another vulnerable population as social distancing
reduces demand for their services leading to income
loss. Thus, they may be pressured to aggressively seek
out clients to compensate for lost income thereby
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compromising social distancing measures. Again,
due to unstable/undeclared income sources, they
may be neglected by economic assistance policies.
Also, due to their work and the risk of discrimination
they may be less inclined to seek healthcare services.
Sex workers often have unstable and crowded
housing therefore limiting social distancing
opportunities. Additionally, despite SARS-CoV-2
being predominantly spread through droplets not
all potential transmission routes have been fully
studied. Currently, vaginal sexual transmission is
unlikely due to lack of SARS-CoV-2 in vaginal swabs;
however, sexual transmission via the faeco-oral route
may be an unidentified transmission route.18 Vertical
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 has also been suspected
between mothers and neonates, though the results
have not been confirmed.19 Similar policies to the
migrant workers should be provided to sex workers
such as improving housing and financial/economic
benefits to encourage social distancing/lockdown
compliance.
This paper hopes to raise awareness of possible
waves of infection arising from certain populations
and the health/socio-economic impact that the
COVID-19 pandemic may have on them. Through
awareness of these populations, national taskforces
and healthcare workers in the field will be better
equipped to assist these populations while containing
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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